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SKYGEN USA  
CASE STUDY

Elevation Marketing helps healthcare software 
leader earn big public relations wins.



For more than 25 years, SKYGEN USA 
software has driven healthcare innovation. Its 
industry-leading solutions facilitate efficient, 
streamlined engagement between health 
payers, medical providers and members, 
ultimately improving health care access. It 
also provides a wide range of automation, risk 
management and marketplace connectivity 
solutions exclusively for payers and medical 
providers.

Starting in Medicaid dental benefits 
administration more than 25 years ago, the 
company expanded into the broader dental 
arena, then vision and ultimately grew its overall 
Medicaid presence as well. Based in Wisconsin, 
the company powers the nation’s largest 
insurers, serving more than 35 million member 
lives on its technology platform and 10 million 
members with its technology-enabled services.

BACKGROUND 



Even as an industry powerhouse, SKYGEN USA 
had very little brand equity and was virtually 
nonexistent in the public relations space. Building 
a brand presence through media exposure is 
one of the most cost-effective ways to not just 
get a company’s name out, but to build a brand 
and image embraced by marketing and sales 
efforts, ultimately nurturing leads and revenue.

Unhappy with the work of a previous public relations 
firm, SKYGEN USA turned to Elevation Marketing 
in early 2019 to initiate media exposure to target 
audiences. The goal was to align press activity with 
SKYGEN’s existing messaging and marketing 
initiatives to build business momentum.

CHALLENGE 
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STRATEGY

PHASE 1: RESEARCH AND DISCOVERY  
The Elevation team thoroughly examined SKYGEN USA’s existing 
media outreach. This process involved several steps. First, interviews 
were conducted with internal stakeholders involved in, or aware of, 
previous public relations efforts. Next, Elevation engaged media 
monitoring software tools to scour the company’s history of media 
coverage both within the industries it served as well as in local  
business media. 

Elevation also reviewed current media contact lists and began 
investigating other potential contacts with an eye for new 
opportunities as well as any potential misalignment with  
current media targets.

With these combined efforts, Elevation observed noticeable  
stakeholder frustration with previous public relations activities; low,  
near non-existent, past media coverage, and untapped potential 
for more and targeted media opportunities. These insights quickly 
revealed the need for a long-term (one-year or more) targeted 
public relations strategy that consistently engaged media entities 
with a wide range of SKYGEN USA product advancement 
content, thought leadership pieces, and other company news.

First, interviews were 
conducted with internal 

stakeholders involved 
in, or aware of, previous 
public relations efforts.

To assist SKYGEN USA, Elevation 
Marketing implemented its 3-phase 
approach to developing an effective 
public relations strategy.



PHASE3: EXECUTION AND EVALUATION 
Elevation’s public relations plan called for quarterly press releases, 
pitches, and thought leadership narratives targeting specific trade 
and local media, all of which could be supported by company social 
media efforts. Press content would cover company and product 
announcements, award achievements, tradeshow attendance and 
other noteworthy news. 

Quarterly releases and pitches were outlined in a detailed press 
outreach calendar. In addition, a press kit, company boilerplate 
content, and plans for media outreach and coordination were 
developed. Performance data would be collected following each 
quarterly release – using media distribution and monitoring service, 
Meltwater – to  further inform strategy for future releases and pitches. 

STRATEGY

PHASE 2: LEVERAGE FINDINGS FOR STRATEGY BUILDING 
The Elevation team knew SKYGEN USA wouldn’t benefit from one-off efforts such as 
social media posts or broad-reach press anouncements that weren’t tied to a schedule 
or overall plan. A consistent effort targeting industry media leaders with press releases, 
pitches, and follow-up engagement at regular intervals over the course of a year would 
be needed in order to reach relevant audiences.

With a firm understanding of potential media targets in the fields SKYGEN USA 
served, Elevation developed a one-year public relations outreach plan, aligned 
with existing key brand and marketing initiatives. Leveraging extensive research and 
audit information, Elevation created an expanded, more comprehensive, media contact 
list focused on three categories: dental, vision and local media. Some publishers on the 
list included: Ophthalmology Business, 20/20 Magazine, Eyecare Business, Dentaltown, 
Becker’s Dental Review, DentalIQ, Milwaukee Business Journal, among others.

It was also critical for Elevation not to operate in a silo. So, it initiated a regular 
communications schedule between itself and SKYGEN USA’s marketing team to stay 
in tune with company happenings, which could also nurture other potential media 
opportunities. The Elevation team also used this regular communication to educate 
SKYGEN staff on what type of content could be considered newsworthy.



DELIVERABLES

• Press Kit

• Company Press Boiler Plate

• Press Lists (dental, optical and local)

• Press Outreach Calendar

• Weekly Status Reports

• Thought Leadership Intakes

• Quarterly Releases and  
Performance Reports



Elevation’s swift work initiated the press coverage the 
SKYGEN team had hoped for. After four news releases 
and contributed articles, the business wins included:

BUSINESS WINS 

More than 17 million 
national impressions

Elevation continues 
beyond one-year 
engagement to 

help create more 
media opportunities.

17,000,000

Thought leadership in 
press opens pathways  
to additional lead and 
revenue generation 
opportunities.

An in-depth earned media feature about SKYGEN Foundation’s efforts  
in Tanzania published in major dental trade publication, Dental IQ.

Tanzania

Brand involvement in 
106 published stories

106
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Elevation Marketing is a full-service B2B marketing agency, 
providing exceptional client experiences that result in more 
business wins. We go beyond tactics to inspire experiences 
that build brand believers. From a holistic perspective, we 
focus on all aspects of operations and strategy to ensure 
alignment between marketing and sales. 

We have a strong command of inbound marketing, and 
know how to effectively manage, deliver, and retain buyers. 
We offer full-cycle web development services for the 

enterprise. We build bridges of communication, streamlining 
the dissemination of information to target entities.

Whether it’s partner portals, online stores, web apps or 
microsites, our custom digital solutions help you govern 
personal data through its entire lifecycle for superior lead 
generation and nurturing.

Top 20 
Interactive Marketing Firm

ABOUT ELEVATION

 
Insight. Innovation. Impact. 


